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The train arrives slowly to the station platforms

Luce sulla
melodia di Venezia
Venice is a city with plenty of factors to influence our senses.
The smell of the sea flows between the dense, close buildings, through the narrow
canals into the city.
The seagulls speak to us, and some watery air touches one´s skin.
The sunschine, which fill the city with a little white, as well as the light of the laterns, which reflected on the water surface in the evenings, remind us the beautiful
days in venice.

(in the train, informations are given by loudspeaker; aparts from
that, there is silence)

Section 1:500

Independent from the city, tourists experience the city in their fantasy. Those Faktors decolate it´s picture, and the visited city becomes a place for a living novel.
Also Venice has the duty to overcome as a stage for this fantasy.

I got out of the train, into the Venecian air, into this
atmosphere so special that nobody can believe it could
be so everyday. And this time was meant to be as nice
as usual.

(as soon as the door opens, there are sounnds of conversations,
steps, rolling cases. In addition,the sounds of wind-bells, too).

This can already begin at the airport; for most people, it begins at the train, ship
station or bus station. It begins where the visitors first walk on the Venice ground.
Santa Lucia is the terminus train station in Venice and has a clear, solide formal
language, from inside as well as from outside. Thousands of people arrive and leave
the city by one of the many rail tracks.
Suddently I noticed something different in the armosphere.
„Wao......“
While I was looking to the station hall, several coulourfull points came to my field vision.
(only the face is yet to be seen)

After most people left my train, the platform became
quiet. And almost at the same time, the next surprise
hold me.
The couloured points were actually countless windbells receiving the air caused by the train and made a
dry, agreeable sound.
(zoom in, wind-bells are easy to recognise)

The installation continued through the entrance hall
to the place. They were coloured and created a feastful
atmosphere, and so we felt wellcome.
The idea is basicly to captivate the newcomers in order to make the „border crossing“ discreet, without disturbing a first inspilation. It can help the perception,
through passing over the border by the by, and the staging becomes more and more
evident and dramatic.
This lighting installation is thought, as one of several factors, which make a part of
our picture of Venice.
Plenty of tiny wind-bells are hanged and positioned to a tense rope. They were
made in the glazier´s workshop of Murano, mybe sponsored by them. Their design
might be uniform or very individual depends on the season or some special ivents.
When a train departs or arrives, it causes wind through the station of Santa Lucia.
Then, the wind-bells begin to ring, offering to their guests a celebrating or farewell
melody. When the sun goes down, the wind-bells get it´s light on. So little light
spots are added to the bell sounds and strengthen the wellcome gesture.

but it sounded a bit melancholy, perhaps because I‘m
not here as first time.
the wind, which the people let here with their longing
for Venice, makes a Melody ...
It will be remembered, as a Melody of Venice.

The curtain to „Luce sulla melodia di venezia“ opens in Santa Lucia.
Plan 1:500

(Sound of loud Windbells)
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supporting parts:
tensioned cable or suspended u-profile
suspended parts:
wire pendant lamp integrated in a
wind bell
lighting:
LED lamp with reflector and high-grade lightcover
windbells:
about 8-10 cm diameter, made of glass
in Murano, with plastic wind-catcher
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